
Wind Simulations Storängen/Huddinge
February 2019- additional images
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Metrological Data

The presented wind rose is based on the year 2017 
(http://www.sveby.org/) for 16 wind directions. The 
meteorogical data was acquired from Stockholm- Bromma 
where the measuring station of the Swedish Meteorological and 
Hydrological Institute (SMHI) is located.
. 

How the wind speed and its direction is distributed is visualized 
by a wind rose. Detailed data is compiled in the table. The wind 
direction is defined away from the origin e.g. if we liken the 
wind rose to a clock, a wind from south blows in the direction of 
midnight. The centered rings represents the percentage in 
time. For the simulations, four wind directions (S, SW, NW, W), 
were simulated and visualized with the dominant inflow wind 
speed 2.5 m/s  (S, W, NW) and 1.5 M7s (SW).
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In order to 
illustrate, how 
the pedestrians 
experience 
wind, and to 
facilitate the 
understanding 
and analysis of 
the results of 
the numerical 
simulations
compiled in this 
report, the wind 
speed is 
correlated to 
wind effects.

* T.V. Lawson and A. D. 
Penwarden. The effects 
of wind on people in 
the vicinity of buildings. 
Proceedings of the 
Fourth International 
Conference on Wind 
Effects on Buildings and 
Structures, pages 605–
622, 1956

Experience of wind speed by pedestrians



  

Some important explanations in order to understand the visualizations
● All velocities are actual velocities to make it easier to read ( ie normalized velocities are 

converted)
● The color bars are adjusted to get a better visualization (ie min and max of the velocity

can vary from direction to direction)
● Sometimes there are arrows showing away from buildings which might be not intuitive (image to left),

but this is due the cut of the slice. 
The image to the right shows the 3D dynamic of the flow, where we can see that the 
wind hits the building and is pushed down to the court yard. Since we make a cut on 5.5 m
,a level where the wind is pushed away, the arrows point away from the building

 



Visualizations
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Wind Direction: South

This slice shows the velocity magnitude on height 5.5 m/s.  
There are areas where the wind is accelerated at the corner and 
between buildings (marked with circles).
The area with acceleration affecting a court yard is zoomed in on the 
image at the right hand side.

Velocity arrows are added to illustrate the flow direction. 
The same color bar as to the left is applied

These arrows pointing away from building arises since the wind hit the building and 
is pushed down to the court yard
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Wind Direction: South, stream lines to illustrate the wind 
dynamic
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Wind Direction: South-West

This slice shows the velocity magnitude on height 5.5 m/s.  

Velocity arrows are added to illustrate the flow direction. 
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Wind Direction: South West, stream lines to illustrate the 
wind dynamic
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Wind Direction: West

Wind direction

This slice shows the velocity magnitude on height 5.5 m  

Velocity arrows are added to illustrate the flow direction. 



Wind Direction: West, 
stream lines to illustrate 
the wind dynamic

Interesting area: The wind is captured in the corner and the wall 
respectively and a vortex is created
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Wind Direction: North-West

This slice shows the velocity magnitude on height 5.5 m  

Velocity arrows are added to illustrate the flow direction. 

Wind direction



Wind Direction: North West, stream lines to illustrate the wind 
dynamic
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